
Quantitative Evaluation of RegionalPreipitation Foreasts Using Multi-DimensionalRemote Sensing Observations�QUEST�Thorsten Reinhardt∗, Susanne Crewell∗, Mario Meh∗, Monika Pfeifer†,Anja Hünerbein‡, Niole van Lipzig§ and Mihael Baldauf¶Beause of the omplexity of atmospheri proesses it is of the utmost im-portane to observe the atmospheri state as omplete as possible. Multi-dimensional remote sensing data are best suited to observe the spatial-temporaldistribution of water in all its phases. QUEST aims at establishing a frame-work for a physially based quantitative evaluation and improving the qualityof weather foreasts by employing existing and upoming remote sensing dataas extensively as possible.QUEST objetives are to� Establish a data base of quality ontrolled ground-based and satellite remotesensing observations mathed with Lokal-Modell simulations.� Develop a set of forward modelling tools to simulate as ompletely and asaurately as possible the multi-dimensional observations from model output.� Use data from �eld experiments to investigate the proess hain from watervapour to preipitation at the ground.� Perform a long-term (one year) evaluation of atmospheri quantities relatedto the hydrologial yle.This long-term evaluation over the full year 2007 (General Observation Pe-riod �GOP�) is the entral ativity of the urrent researh period of QUEST.The GOP domain overs Germany and neighbor states and its dataset enom-passes data olleted by rain gauges, weather radar, miro rain radar, polari-metri radar, disdrometer, eilometer, gps water vapor observations, lightningnetworks, satellites, radiosondes, and speial meteorologial observation sites(e. g. loudnet stations). The duration of one year opens up the possibilityto statistially approah model problems and better pin down spei� modelweaknesses. The long-term evaluation an also help to identify ases to be in-vestigated more thoroughly in proess studies. The GOP dataset inludes alsomodel foreast output needed for omparison with GOP data (diret modelouput and also post-proessed quantities like timeseries of statistis over sub-domains). The evaluation makes use of both an observation-to-model and anmodel-to-observation approah.At Deutsher Wetterdienst, in addition to the 7-km foreast model LME withparameterized onvetion, a 2.8-km short-range onvetion-resolving model ver-sion (named LMK) has been introdued reently. The GOP model evaluationonentrates on these LMK foreasts, but also LME foreasts will be onsid-ered for assessing the possible bene�t of the high-resolution onvetion-resolvingmodel version.Besides GOP ativities results of earlier analyses will be presented. They inludeLMK ase studies making use of a polarimetri radar simulator �SynPolRad�(for omparison of model data with data obtained by the polarimetri radar fa-ility POLDIRAD operated by DLR) as well as long-term evaluations of LMKtestsuites with MODIS and MSG retrievals of loud properties.
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